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Abstract8

Surface temperature is crucial in studying the Arctic climate, particularly9

during winter. We examine 1 m resolution surface temperature maps of 3510

helicopter flights between 02 October 2019 and 23 April 2020, recorded during11

the Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate12

(MOSAiC). The seasonal cycle of the average surface temperature spans from13

265.6 K on 02 October 2019 to 231.8 K on 28 January 2020. The surface14

temperature is affected by atmospheric changes and also varies across scales.15

Furthermore, we concentrate on leads in sea ice because they allow for greater heat16

exchange between ocean and atmosphere than thick, snow-covered ice. Leads,17

which appear considerably warmer than sea ice, are classified by a temperature18

threshold. The local scale (5–10 km) lead area fraction varies between 0% and19

4% with a higher variability than on a regional scale (20–40 km), where leads20

cover a more stable fraction of 0-1% until mid-January when it increases to 4%.21

The variability in the lead area is caused by sea ice dynamics (opening and22

closing of leads), as well as thermodynamics with ice growth (lead closing).23

To understand better the ice rheology throughout the winter, we identify lead24

orientation distributions. We find that the orientation varies between different25

flights but the distribution mostly shows one prominent orientation peak. Thus,26

we are not able to determine predominant intersection angles, which would need27

two modes in the orientation distribution. The lead width distribution follows a28

power law with a negative exponent of 2.63, which agrees with literature values,29

proves the comparability to other datasets, and extends the existing relationship30

to the smaller scales, as observed here. The appearance of many more small leads31
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compared to wider leads is important since they only occur on the sub-footprint32

scale of thermal infrared satellite data. Sub-satellite-footprint lead statistics are33

essential for Arctic-climate investigations because the ocean-atmosphere heat34

exchange does not scale linearly with lead area fraction and is larger for smaller35

leads.36

1. Introduction37

This study presents the spatio-temporal evolution of the Arctic sea ice surface38

temperature and lead area fraction, as well as the lead width and intersection39

angle. In this analysis, we refer to fractures in the sea ice cover like cracks and40

leads (>50 m width according to the definition of the World Meteorological41

Organization (WMO), (WMO, 2014)), jointly as ”leads”. The helicopter-borne42

surface temperature measurements were taken as part of the Multidisciplinary43

drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC) in the central44

Arctic (Shupe et al., 2020). The MOSAiC expedition (Sep 2019–Oct 2020)45

allowed us to collect in-situ measurements from the central Arctic over a whole46

seasonal cycle for different aspects of the Arctic system (Nicolaus et al., 2022;47

Rabe et al., 2022; Shupe et al., 2022). Our measurement program was part of the48

sea ice and remote sensing teams (Nicolaus et al., 2022), which conducted a large49

collection of data from sea ice physics, on-ice remote sensing, over albedo, to50

snow properties. The analysis is based on data from 35 helicopter survey flights51

between October 2019 to April 2020, recorded with an infrared camera over the52

same ice floe and surrounding regions along the Transpolar Drift.53

The investigation of sea ice processes is crucial for studying climate warming,54

which is especially strong in the high latitudes (Arctic Amplification) (Serreze55

and Barry, 2011; Wendisch et al., 2017; Dai et al., 2019; Masson-Delmotte et al.,56

2021). The warming is even stronger in winter than in summer, related to the57

feedbacks of infrared (IR) radiation in winter and ice-albedo during summer58

(Bintanja and Van Der Linden, 2013). Sea ice becomes significantly thinner59

(Meredith et al., 2019; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021) with an average reduction of60

2 m from the period 1958-1976 (submarine record) to the current altimeter period61

with strongest thinning during the ICESat period (2003-2008) (Kwok, 2018). With62

the decline in annual sea ice minimum extent in late summer, also the multiyear ice63

area has strongly decreased (Kwok, 2018). The thinner ice makes the sea ice more64

susceptible to wind and ocean current forcing, resulting in higher ice drift speeds65

(Spreen et al., 2011; Kwok et al., 2013). Rampal et al. (2009) hypothesizes that66

thinner sea ice has less mechanical strength, allowing easier breaking of the sea67
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ice. The changing sea ice conditions influence the heat exchange between ocean68

and atmosphere, which is important for the whole Earth’s Climate System and not69

only the Arctic regions (Serreze et al., 2009; Meredith et al., 2019). Leads and thin70

ice are much warmer than the surrounding sea ice and snow and thus heat loss is71

more than a magnitude larger in leads compared to the surrounding ice (Maykut,72

1982). Therefore, a better understanding of the interaction between ocean, sea ice,73

and atmosphere is essential. The high resolution lead data presented here have the74

potential for evaluation of the sub-footprint scale information of satellite remote75

sensing products.76

Leads, with open water or thin ice cover, have high variability in time and77

space (Yu and Rothrock, 1996; Willmes and Heinemann, 2015). Therefore, it78

is important to monitor their conditions throughout the year. In Arctic pack ice79

during winter, a lead area fraction (open water and thin ice combined) of less80

than 10% can be expected (Yu and Rothrock, 1996), while in the Central Arctic81

lead area fractions are typically even lower (Wang et al., 2016). Willmes and82

Heinemann (2016) (2003–2015; satellite) and Wang et al. (2016) (1985–2014;83

model) could not find a trend in the lead area fraction, and Wang et al. (2016)84

found that the winds mainly determine the inter-annual variability in lead area85

fraction. However, a precise determination of the lead area fraction is crucial.86

Lüpkes et al. (2008) showed that a slight change in the high sea ice concentration87

(SIC) range, e.g., by the opening of leads, affects the near-surface air temperature.88

According to their study, a change of 1% in SIC could cause an air temperature89

change of up to 3.5 K. Small reductions in SIC, mostly induced by leads, have90

a (non-linear) more efficient effect on the heat exchange between the ocean and91

atmosphere than when a closed sea ice cover is present (Maykut, 1978). Therefore92

small changes in winter sea ice concentration, i.e., changes in lead area fraction93

are necessary to monitor. For example, if an increase of surface temperature on94

regional scale (e.g. satellite footprint) is (i) caused by many small leads the heat95

flux is stronger affected than if it is (ii) caused by a thinner but closed ice cover.96

We first describe our helicopter measurement program and explain the97

principles of thermal sea ice observation. In the next part, we describe98

the spatio-temporal variability of our high resolution surface temperatures.99

Afterwards, we describe the lead classification based on the temperature100

difference. In the next section, we analyse the temporal variability of the surface101

temperature and lead area fraction on different spatial scales and present a case102

study of the November 2019 storm event. The last part focuses on the lead103

properties, i.e., width and orientation, derived after segmenting the classified104

leads.105
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2. Data106

2.1. Thermal sea ice observation107

With an infrared camera (InfraTec VarioCAM HD) installed, 35 helicopter flights108

were performed on a roughly weekly basis between 02 October 2019 and 23109

April 2020 from RV Polarstern (Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für110

Polar- und Meeresforschung, 2017) (Figure 1). The set of flights consists of four111

main flight patterns: (i) Central Observatory (CO) (local), (ii) L-site triangles112

(regional), (iii) L-site grids (other), and (iv) event-related (other), like mapping113

particular leads. Detail about the surface temperature maps (Thielke et al., 2022)114

and pre-processing are presented in Thielke et al. (2022). To our knowledge115

regional scale sea ice infrared imaging has not yet been analysed and published116

before, such as done in the scope of this study.117

Our measurements with helicopter-borne thermal infrared (TIR) imaging118

provide temperatures of the sea ice surface with a high spatial resolution of119

1 m which is substantially higher than TIR satellites, like MODIS, that have a120

resolution of about 1 km. Nevertheless, satellites are the primary tool for the121

Arctic sea ice state observations (Spreen and Kern, 2017; Fox-Kemper et al.,122

2021). Compared to pan-Arctic coverage from satellites, we can provide with our123

helicopter data restricted area coverage from a local 5 km scale to a regional 40 km124

scale. Investigating the small-scale variability is important to better understand the125

representation of sea ice properties in models and satellite retrievals on a sub-grid126

scale (Vihma et al., 2014). Thus, this data is valuable for evaluating models and127

satellite retrievals (Ivanova et al., 2016).128

The TIR temperature can distinguish open water and thin ice from thick ice,129

particularly for thin ice thickness of less than 1 m (Shokr and Sinha, 2015).130

Open water rarely exists in winter because the freezing starts directly after a lead131

opening. Therefore, we expect to capture mainly thin ice and only small open132

water areas with significantly warmer surface temperatures. Open water and thin133

ice areas influence the Arctic heat budget by allowing increased heat exchange134

between the ocean and the atmosphere. Above 1 m ice thickness, heat flux changes135

are minimal and have minor relevance for the Arctic heat budget (Maykut, 1982).136

Maykut (1982) found that in winter, the heat contribution from thin ice in leads is137

similar to the open water area and even larger than the dominating thick ice area.138

The radiation in the TIR spectral region has a very small penetration depth139

on a sub-millimeters scale in snow, and ice (Shokr and Sinha, 2015, pages140

272,294). As a result, the TIR brightness temperature provides a measurement of141

the upper surface of snow or sea ice. Thus, the recorded temperature is expected142
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Figure 1. Helicopter flight locations and flight patterns

The colored track shows the drift of RV Polarstern from October 2019 until June 2020.
The black triangles represent the location of the 35 helicopter flights. Additionally, as
inlay on the left, we show a typical local (turquoise) and regional (orange) flight pattern
with Polarstern as the center (black triangle). The red box marks the CO area (according
to Figure S1, in Supplemental material).
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to be influenced by atmospheric changes through the radiation balance at the143

snow/ice-air interface. Clouds strongly influence the surface temperature (Vihma144

and Pirazzini, 2005), i.e., they reduce the radiative cooling (Wang et al., 2001).145

Our flights were performed only during calm and clear weather conditions. Thus,146

we can neglect a dependence on changing cloud cover. However, the changing air147

temperature still plays a role, which needs to be taken into account (Thielke et al.,148

2022).149

2.2. Meteorological context150

How representative are our results from the MOSAiC winter in terms of surface151

temperature and lead area fraction in context with the meteorological condition?152

The meteorological conditions are discussed in Rinke et al. (2021) based on153

the ERA5 reanalysis data between 1979 and 2019. There were mostly typical154

meteorological conditions present during MOSAiC, although some unusual155

events happened during our observation period and before the expedition. Summer156

2019, before the MOSAiC expedition started, was very warm and had unusually157

long low sea ice extent as well as thinner ice (Rinke et al., 2021; Krumpen et al.,158

2020). During the expedition, unusual conditions occurred during the following159

periods, all according to Rinke et al. (2021):160

• Unusual cold at the beginning of November 2019 and March 2020161

• Warming events in mid-November, beginning of December, mid-February,162

and mid-April163

• Unusual positive Arctic Oscillation with associated fast sea ice drift in164

spring 2020 (Krumpen et al., 2021; Dethloff et al., 2022)165

• Anomalous low pressure January to April 2020 associated with more166

frequent storm events during winter and spring (relatively low cyclone167

counts for October 2019 – January 2020)168

2.3. Supporting data169

We use atmospheric data from the 12 m meteorological mast on the MOSAiC ice170

floe, i.e., 2 m air temperature, measured with a Vaisala HMT 330, and 10 m wind171

speed, measured with a Metek uSonic-3 cage Cox et al. (2021). These supporting172

measurements were measured at the location of Met City in the CO (Details see173

Shupe et al. (2022)).174
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3. Surface temperature variability175

This study focuses on the gridded time-fixed helicopter surface temperature176

maps (Thielke et al., 2022), which will be referred to as surface temperature177

for simplicity. Based on the series of 35 helicopter flights with the TIR camera178

during the MOSAiC winter, we present and discuss the spatio-temporal surface179

temperature variability. We present and discuss the complete seasonal cycle of the180

MOSAiC ice floe and its surrounding for the whole winter 2019/2020. There are181

unprocessed data from nine more flights available (for detailed explanation see182

Thielke et al. (2022)).183

3.1. Temporal variability184

Ice surface temperature varies even on short timescales, i.e., within the flight185

duration of 90 minutes. This effect, however, is largely corrected in our data186

set. See Thielke et al. (2022) for how the corrected and time-fixed surface187

temperature maps are calculated. Here, in the following, we discuss the surface188

temperature seasonal variability. The average surface temperature decreased from189

02 October 2019 at 265.6 K until it reaches its minimum with 231.8 K on190

28 January 2020 (Figure 2 A). Later in the winter season, the average surface191

temperature increased to 251.4 K until the latest flight on 23 April 2020, while192

at that time, the 2 m air temperature was already about 20 K higher and close to193

the freezing point. However, the temporal evolution of the surface temperature194

is comparable to that of the 2 m air temperature. This is consistent with our195

expectation that, due to the shallow penetration depth (micrometer range) of196

electromagnetic waves in the thermal infrared region, air temperature will have197

a substantial influence on our surface temperature observations. Also, Vihma198

and Pirazzini (2005) highlight the importance of the surface temperature and199

coupling to the atmosphere. At the same time, the heterogeneity of the surface200

temperature in ice-covered regions can also influence the atmosphere. But as long201

as the surface is frozen, the surface temperatures stay well below the freezing202

point. The surface temperature can be cooler during clear sky conditions due203

to radiative cooling. A prominent interruption in the cooling happened at the204

beginning of the winter in mid-November due to a substantial increase in the205

surface and air temperature caused by a storm event (Rinke et al., 2021). More206

warming events (subsection 2.2) are reflected in the surface temperature record.207

From mid-February onward, the frequency of flights was reduced, so we cannot208

reflect all single atmospheric events. However, we can show the warming of the209

surface temperature towards spring.210
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Figure 2. Evolution of MOSAiC surface temperatures from 35 helicopter
flights.

(A) Temporal evolution of the average surface temperature throughout winter 2019/2020
from 02 October 2019 to 23 April 2020. Black indicates the local flights covering the
Central Observatory (CO). They are connected to show the temporal evolution of the
primary MOSAiC observation area. The regional flights, repeatedly visiting the L-Sites in
the MOSAiC distributed network, are displayed in blue, whereas green shows additional
flights not falling in one of these two categories. The grey line represents the 2 m air
temperature measured at the floe in Met City. In the lower panel, a selection of surface
temperature distributions is shown for different dates in the winter for (B) the local and
(C) the regional flights. The colors continue from blue (begin of the winter) to red (end of
the winter).
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3.2. Spatial variability211

In January 2020, there is a high density of flights, which allows us to illustrate the212

variability between different scales nicely or even on a short timescale for similar213

spatial surveys (Figure 2 A). On 07 and 16 January 2020, a local (black) and a214

regional (blue) flight were conducted on the same day (the regional flight is in215

both cases about 3 hours later). On 07 January, the average surface temperature of216

the different flights is similar, with an increase of only 0.6 K for the regional217

flight, which corresponds to an increase of 0.8 K in the 2 m air temperature.218

On 16 January 2020, the difference is larger with a decrease of 2.7 K while219

the 2 m air temperature only decreased by about 0.9 K. Thus, changes in the220

spatial surface temperature variability, either on the local or regional scale, has to221

explain the increasing temperature difference within nine days between the local222

and regional scale (flights had similar flight patterns). A likely candidate would223

have been changing lead fraction but actually a change of number of leads does224

not seem to be the reason for the higher temperature difference on 16 January: On225

07 January there is actually a higher lead area fraction for the colder local flight226

(2.02% vs. 0.23% for the regional flight, see Table 1). While on 16 January 2020227

the colder regional flight had a higher lead area fraction (1.37% vs. 0% on local228

scale; see Table 1). Thus, likely changes in other ice types with different thermal229

properties, snowfall, or snow redistribution should have caused these changes in230

spatial surface temperature variability.231

The spread of the surface temperature varies from flight to flight. It is232

illustrated with the exemplary selection of six surface temperature distributions233

for local and regional scales throughout the winter season (Figure 2 B, C). Mostly,234

the distributions are wider for regional flights (right) than for local flights (left)235

because they include a larger variety of surface types due to the wider spatial236

extent. The major peak represents the predominant surface type, snow-covered237

thick ice, in all cases. The surface temperatures of this thick ice are more238

similar to the 2 m air temperature because of the reduced heat flux from the239

ocean through the thick ice and snow (Shokr and Sinha, 2015). The warm tail240

shows the presence of leads, but its peak is often too small (only visible in the241

log-scale), and the different thin ice thicknesses in leads of different ages widen242

the lead temperature distribution. In the local flights, we can find a transition from243

a wider distribution at the beginning of the winter season (blue) to a narrow244

distribution in mid-winter (yellow), and back to a wider distribution towards245

the end of the winter season (red). The more narrow distributions indicate the246

prevalence of the thick, consolidated ice due to cold and constant conditions. A247
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wider distribution indicates the presence of several ice classes and spread towards248

warmer temperatures.249

In the time series, we could already show the close connection to the250

atmospheric state, represented by the 2 m air temperature. Additionally, we look251

at the dependence of the surface temperature standard deviation, as a measure252

of spatial variability, (leads were excluded to have a comparable basis of the253

thick ice) on the 10 m wind speed (Figure S2, in Supplemental material) . We254

expect a lower surface temperature standard deviation for higher wind speeds255

caused by an increased exchange between the surface and atmosphere. We find256

a correlation of –0.38 between the surface temperature standard deviation and257

10 m wind speed around the target time of the flight with the significance of a258

p-value of 0.04. The relationship with wind speed supports our assumptions that259

increasing wind speeds reduce surface temperature variability and can explain the260

greater sensible heat exchange due to faster air mass exchange. Because leads are261

not taken into account here, a potentially more dynamic ice pack that would result262

in more leads (and thus greater temperatures) can be ruled out. There is no relation263

between the average surface temperatures and the standard deviation. Although a264

low-temperature regime can create more compact and consolidated ice (uniform265

temperature), even under cold conditions, deformation can cause variability in ice266

classes with warmer surface temperatures, which increases the variation.267

4. Lead classification268

The leads are classified based on a one-dimensional, temperature-only approach,269

i.e., leads are characterized by a specific surface temperature range, defined270

by the temperature distribution of the corresponding flight. We apply a binary271

classification, discriminating between sea ice (snow-covered thicker ice) and272

leads, which are mostly covered with thin ice due to the fast freezing of the273

ocean surface under cold winter conditions. The classification is applied to the274

surface temperature grids. The pre-processing described in Thielke et al. (2022)275

avoids the influence of changes in surface temperature during one flight. The276

thermal distinction for surface types with larger ice thickness is getting weaker277

due to low heat transfer through the ice (Maykut, 1978). Thus, the discrimination278

of leads from thick ice is easier due to large temperature differences, and we279

do not aim to discriminate the thick ice classes further (e.g., in first-year and280

second-year ice). We apply dynamic thresholds for different flights (Table S1,281

in Supplemental material and subsection 4.1) in order to establish the same282

classes defined with different surface temperature distributions in different flights.283
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The dynamic threshold is required because the surface temperature is strongly284

connected to the ambient air temperature, which is strongly variable with time285

(see subsection 3.1).286

4.1. Iterative threshold selection287

We apply the iterative threshold selection from Ridler et al. (1978) to the288

two-dimensional temperature arrays. The temperature distribution has its major289

mode towards the colder part of the distribution and a smaller secondary mode290

along the tail towards the warmest temperatures (caused, e.g., by leads). The291

initial threshold is the middle range of the temperature distribution (average of292

the minimum and maximum value). Due to the long tail towards the warmer293

temperatures, it is ensured that the initial threshold is on the warmer side of the294

major mode so that the iteration can converge towards a minimum between the295

two modes Starting from the initial threshold, the threshold is adjusted iteratively296

based on the new ”lead” mask (defined by the threshold of each iteration) for the297

temperature array until it reaches the final temperature threshold. The updated298

threshold is calculated from the mean of the ”lead” (all values larger than the299

threshold) and ”sea ice” (all values smaller than the threshold) temperatures300

based on the current threshold. The iteration stop criterion is achieved when301

the temperature threshold change between one iteration to the next is within302

the tolerance of 0.02 K, which corresponds to the precision of the IR camera.303

The main steps are shown in the flowchart in Figure 3, and the Python3 code304

is shared in part A of the Supplemental material. For three flights (20191224 01,305

20191225 01, 20200108 01), the threshold did not converge to a reasonable value;306

therefore, the tolerance had to be increased to 0.8 K. For the cases with this307

larger allowed tolerance in the difference, the obtained threshold still results in a308

reasonable lead classification, i.e., can be confirmed by the manual classification309

(see below in subsection 4.2).310

4.1.1. Classification example 20 October 2019311

The threshold-based lead classification is shown for the flight on 20 October312

2019 at the beginning of the winter season in Figure 4. We show steps 0 (initial313

threshold) to 2 for the temperature threshold iteration (A). With step 2, the result314

is already close to the final result (step 5) shown in (D). The surface temperature315

(B) is dominated by low temperatures (blue), associated with snow-covered thick316

ice. The warm surface temperatures (red domain) are referred to as leads. The317

binary classification map (D) resulting in ”sea ice” (gray) or ”leads” (red) is based318
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Figure 3. Flowchart for the processes of the iterative threshold selection.

Main processing steps for the iterative threshold selection to determine a temperature
threshold for lead classification.
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on the iterative temperature threshold applied to the temperature distribution (C),319

showing the two classes as two main temperature regimes. The lead area fraction320

for this case on 20 October 2019 is the highest in our time series, with close to321

10% for the full area covered by the helicopter flight.322

  
Leads

Threshold

(B) Temperature map (C) Temperature histogram (D) Lead map

(A) Itera�on steps

Step 0
(ini�al)

Step 1 Step 2

Step 5
( nal)

Figure 4. Lead classification example for the flight on 20 October 2019.

(A) Results from steps 0, 1, and 2 for the iterative threshold selection. (D) Final (step
5) binary lead classification based on (B) the gridded surface temperature maps. (C)
The temperature distribution of (B). The red vertical line represents the found iterative
temperature threshold to discriminate between ”lead” and ”no lead” surfaces.

4.2. Evaluation using manual thresholds323

We use manual thresholds as a comparison for the reliability of the iterative324

method. The authors performed the manual threshold selection based on the325

minima in the distribution and visual approval of the classified map compared326

to the surface temperature map. The manual selection is a rather arbitrary and327

conservative choice but it can be used for the evaluation of the automatic, iterative328

classification method. The thresholds are determined for each flight individually329
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because the surface temperature values and their distributions change from flight330

to flight. The manual selection was, in some cases, more conservative, i.e., it331

has warmer thresholds but does not significantly influence the resulting lead area332

fractions (Table S1, in Supplementary material). Although the manual temperature333

threshold is 1.97 K higher than the one from the automatic and reproducible334

method (subsection 4.1), its derived lead area fraction is only 0.1% lower than for335

the iterative method. Thus, the threshold difference does not significantly affect336

the lead area fraction because it is in the minimum of the surface temperature337

distribution. The small difference demonstrates that the automatic method aligns338

well with the manually defined thresholds and the resulting lead classification. We339

chose results from the automatic method for the following discussion because it340

is reproducible and can also be applied to further flights.341

5. Winter lead area fraction342

5.1. Lead formation during the November storm event343

Here, we discuss the storm event, which happened from 16 to 20 November 2019344

(Rinke et al., 2021). This event had a major influence on the MOSAiC Central345

Observatory (CO) due to several leads appearing across the measurement sites.346

It had a significant relevance for several measurements (Nicolaus et al., 2022;347

Shupe et al., 2022) and was, e.g., influencing the snow transport as discussed in348

Nandan et al. (2022). We conducted one flight before (12 November 2019) and349

one flight after the storm (19 November 2019) and compare both flights directly350

in Figure 5. This storm event with high wind speeds was associated with warm351

air advection. It resulted in increased ice dynamics, which caused the break-up of352

the sea ice along various fracture lines, which are visible in Figure 5 B and D.353

The surface temperatures on 19 November 2019 after the storm are overall higher354

than before the storm event (mind the different temperature scales for (A)/(C) and355

(B)/(D)). Before the storm, there are a few narrow cracks in the outer areas of356

the flight pattern (Figure 5 (A)), but no prominent cracks in the vicinity of RV357

Polarstern (Figure 5 (C)). The surface temperature map of 19 November 2019358

includes warm linear structures throughout the CO area and beyond (Figure 5 (B,359

D)), which causes an increase of lead area fraction from 0.07% (Figure 5 (C)) to360

1.73% (Figure 5 (D)) and therewith to a higher surface temperature variability.361

5.2. Spatio-temporal variability362

We discuss the spatio-temporal variability of the lead area fraction, which was363

calculated based on our lead classification (section 4). The local lead area fraction364
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Figure 5. Surface temperature maps before and after the November storm
event.

Comparison of two time-fixed surface temperature maps displayed in relative coordinates
before the storm event (A, C) on 12 November 2019, and after the storm event (B, D)
on 19 November 2019 with their respective CO area around RV Polarstern (0,0). Please
note the different temperature ranges, adjusted to allow clearer visibility of the spatial
variability of the temperature. For the flight on 19 November 2019, an increased area of
warmer temperatures (reddish) is prominent.
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(orange line in Figure 6) is constrained to the CO area of 3⇥3 km. In the CO area365

(shown in Figure S1 in Supplemental material), always the same area around RV366

Polarstern is covered and makes the lead area fraction better comparable during367

the winter season as for the entire local flights. In most cases, the CO area lead area368

fraction is close to the one for the complete local flights (not shown); however,369

there is a large difference in lead area fraction on 20 October 2019 (1.3% for370

the CO area; 10.2% for the full local flight) because the majority of the detected371

leads are outside of the CO area. The data coverage of the CO area is sufficient372

for all flights with more than 50% and, except for the flights in November, even373

with more than 75% (Figure S3, in Supplemental material). The lead area fraction374

within the CO area shows high variability between 0% and 4%, but no trend can375

be seen in the temporal evolution (Figure 6, orange line). For the November storm376

event (subsection 5.1), there is an increase in lead area fraction for the CO area377

from close to 0% on 12 November 2019 to 1.7% on 19 November 2019. We find378

for the regional scale, there is a steady low lead area fraction between 0% and379

1% until mid-January. Towards the end of the winter season (21 March 2020), the380

lead area fraction increases to up to 4%. The increase in lead area fraction might381

be related to the increased number of storm events between January and April,382

compared to previous months (subsection 2.2).383

The higher lead area fraction observed in March in our data aligns with384

the temporal lead area evolution discussed for the regional scale in Krumpen385

et al. (2021). However, they observe a distinct higher lead area fraction of up386

to 20%, derived from MODIS TIR satellite data. The regional lead area fraction387

evolution also agrees well with the regional Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar388

(SAR) derived time series from Guo et al. (2022), which is in the similar range of389

0-4% as ours and starts to increase only in March. Kortum et al. (2022) performed390

an ice classification based on SAR satellite data during winter on the same scale391

as our CO area. Our leads should be represented by the sum of open water and392

young ice classes of this study, where daily data are available (higher temporal393

resolution than our data). Their daily data generally show a comparable to our394

lead area fraction below 5% in mid-winter but exceed this value on a few days395

to up to 15% around 23 November 2019. Additionally, during March and April,396

their lead area fraction is for a longer time on a higher level of up to 10%. The397

high values at the beginning of the winter in Kortum et al. (2022) might be caused398

by the characteristics of the method based on SAR data. The same method from399

Kortum et al. (2022) was applied on the regional scale. The regional lead area400

fraction has a peak in mid-November of 6%, stays below 4% and even lower401

during mid-winter, and increases in the second half of March to 7% (Karl Kortum,402
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personal communication on 08 December 2022). While we do not capture their403

peak in November and the absolute values differ with a few percentage points,404

also the regional evolution aligns with our time series. Thus our results align405

reasonably well (considering different temporal and spatial sampling) with the406

two SAR-based studies, while for the MODIS TIR based study only the temporal407

evolution agrees but the absolute values are different (much higher in the MODIS408

lead time series).409

Within our data, we see scale-dependent differences in the lead area fraction410

with less variability on the regional scale than on the local CO scale but no trend411

in the local scale, while the regional lead area fraction increases throughout the412

winter (Figure 6). Nevertheless, the overall magnitude is similar. Thus the CO area413

is representative of the measurement sites in the CO of the MOSAiC expedition414

but the temporal development does not necessarily represent the lead area fraction415

on a larger scale. Nonetheless, the local data are helpful for a better understanding416

of the condition at and around the MOSAiC floe, particularly in connection to417

other in-situ measurements. Our lead area fractions (0-4%) are comparable to418

other previous studies of Marcq and Weiss (2012) with 1–2%, and Lindsay and419

Rothrock (1995) with 2–3%; both these winter lead area fractions were also420

derived in the central Arctic. Generally, the lead area fraction for the MOSAiC421

winter seems to align with the climatological mean and might be influenced by422

the changing location due to the MOSAiC drift (Krumpen et al., 2021). Yet,423

comparing different lead area fraction retrievals remains challenging because of424

different definitions of leads (e.g. open leads vs. leads covered by thin ice or even425

frost flowers) with other methods used on different scales (von Albedyll et al.,426

2022).427

5.2.1. Relation to wind speed428

We are interested in the connection between lead area fraction and wind speed429

because wind events can cause increased ice dynamics and, therefore, possibly430

more leads. Thus, we compare our lead area fraction to the 10 m wind speed.431

We use the 7-day running mean for the wind speed to find prominent high wind432

regimes rather than short-term fluctuations because we can not represent these433

fluctuations with the limited temporal frequency of the helicopter flights.434

We do not find significant correlation between wind speed and lead area435

fraction on the local and regional scale. However, we see sometimes a relation,436

such as for the increase of the lead area fraction (Figure 6) during the November437

storm event (subsection 5.1). We have to note that our flights are only snapshots438

of a specific time with a weekly to biweekly frequency, while leads can open and439
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close within hours. However, in most cases, they prevail for several days (if not440

closed by another ice dynamic event) until, eventually, the ice thickness and snow441

accumulation within them gets too thick to be discernible from the surrounding442

ice in TIR imagery.443

We highlight two cases in our time series: 1) the highest local lead area fraction444

within the CO area of 4% end of December occurs after a high wind regime that445

lasted several days, and 2) basically no presence of leads in mid-January during446

an increased wind speed regime while the regional fraction increases. Especially447

the high lead area fraction variability for the local CO area illustrates that local448

changes are rather random, not always representing large scale changes (see449

different temporal development between local and regional lead area fraction).450

Nevertheless, the local lead area fraction is valuable in combination with other451

interdisciplinary measurements obtained during MOSAiC and valuable for getting452

a better process understanding.453

6. Lead properties454

6.1. Lead segmentation455

We apply a segmentation algorithm to the lead map to define the properties of456

single leads, i.e, width and orientation. The segmentation is performed according457

to the watershed segmentation (Najman and Schmitt, 1994). Next, a set of object458

lead properties (width and orientation from enclosing ellipse, its area, orientation,459

and major axis) is derived based on (Burger and Burge, 2009) with ’scikit-image’460

library for Python.461

In Figure 7, we illustrate the object properties for two example lead segments.462

The warmer temperatures on the left (yellow) are classified as lead, consistent463

with the red areas on the right that indicate the lead areas. We retrieve the lead464

properties width and orientation (calculated from ellipse parameters), assuming465

the lead properties are representative, even if the ellipse does not cover the full466

lead due to the limited spatial coverage of our data or if the lead is interrupted.467

We therefore can only determine width but not length of the leads. The key468

lead parameters are the classified area (red) in the enclosing rectangle (dashed469

line in Figure 7), minor and major axis, as well as the orientation of the ellipse470

(pointing in the direction of the major axis). The zero line for the orientation471

is the north-south axis (all our surface temperature maps are oriented North472

along the y-axis). The ellipse defined for the lead segment is not representing473

the real length, but can be seen as a stable approximation for an object of arbitrary474

shape. Generally, the ellipses of close-by leads can overlap, which is required475
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Figure 6. Evolution of the lead area fraction on different scales.

Temporal evolution of the lead area fraction throughout winter 2019/2020 from 02
October 2019 to 23 April 2020. The orange points show the lead area fraction for the
CO area. The blue points illustrate the lead area fraction for the regional flights, visiting
the L-Sites. The grey line shows the 10 m wind speed averaged to a 7-day running mean.
Please note that there might be a minor influence by in and out coming support vessels,
which could slightly increase the lead area fraction by breaking the ice.
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Table 1. Lead area fraction values from Figure 6.

Lead area fraction values for the local and regional scale in %. The same as the displayed
values of the data shown in Figure 6.

Date Local fraction / % Regional fraction / %
2019-10-20 1.31 -
2019-10-29 - 0.36
2019-11-05 0.06 -
2019-11-12 0.07 0.10
2019-11-19 1.73 -
2019-11-30 0.41 -
2019-12-06 - 0.86
2019-12-24 3.93 -
2019-12-25 3.56 -
2019-12-28 0.01 -
2019-12-30 - 0.56
2020-01-07 2.02 0.23
2020-01-16 0.00 1.37
2020-01-21 0.01 -
2020-01-23 - 1.66
2020-01-28 1.62 -
2020-02-04 2.68 -
2020-02-09 - 1.22
2020-02-12 0.37 -
2020-02-17 0.01 -
2020-02-27 0.01 -
2020-03-21 3.76 3.87
2020-04-23 1.42 -
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to calculate the lead properties individually, even though the two lead segments476

are not overlapping (Figure S4, in Supplemental material). We must deal with477

some artificial effects, such as the map’s edge or shifts inside the map caused by478

small offsets in the geolocation of different helicopter overflights. Shifts or gaps479

could cause an artificial break of a lead into more segments, whereas it would480

have been only a single lead. Also, due to ice drift direction changes (i.e., shear),481

which can cause real breaks and gaps in the classified leads, the segments can482

represent a subset of a lead. The segments of the subsets of leads will result in an483

overestimation of the total number of leads. However, it is not expected to impact484

our results for lead width and orientation (we do not analyse the number of leads).485

Therefore, we assume that the segmentation is representative of our purpose of486

an overall statistical analysis of lead width and orientation. Width and orientation487

may also be critical parameters for evaluating the turbulent heat flux from leads488

(Tschudi et al., 2002). On the one hand, the efficiency of the heat transfer is489

dependent on the orientation relative to the wind direction (e.g., Tetzlaff et al.,490

2015). On the other hand, the heat transfer is more efficient for narrow leads,491

which makes the transfer dependent on the lead width distribution (Marcq and492

Weiss, 2012).493

6.2. Lead orientations494

A good understanding of lead orientation is crucial because they represent the ice495

dynamics of the sea ice (Lindsay and Rothrock, 1995). Ringeisen et al. (2019)496

emphasize the lack of knowledge of lead orientation at the floe scale because497

of missing high resolution observations. Here, the MOSAiC observations like498

ours can contribute new data. Better knowledge of small scale leads is also499

crucial for a good representation of ice rheology in sea ice models (Hutter et al.,500

2018; Ringeisen et al., 2021). The orientation of leads shows the effect of ice501

dynamics in sea ice, influences it, and is connected to prevailing regional wind502

and ocean current (Lindsay and Rothrock, 1995). In the long term, leads have a503

non-random orientation during the Arctic winter, mainly influenced by coastlines504

and atmospheric and oceanic currents (e.g., Bröhan and Kaleschke, 2014). In505

general, lead features, including width and orientation, are similar across a large506

range of scales, including the smallest scales (Schulson, 2004).507

We here look at the lead orientations of nine local flights (full coverage, i.e. not508

restricted to the CO area), which have in the CO area a lead area fraction of � 1%.509

This ensures a sufficient presence of leads to perform a statistical analysis of lead510

orientations. We decided not to connect the single lead segments which might be511
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A

B

Figure 7. Lead segmentation to derive lead width and orientation properties.

Two lead segments from the lead classification result of the flight on 20 October 2019 with
the temperature map on the left and the lead classification including the ellipse geometry
on the right. The ellipse and their major axis (solid) and minor axis (dotted) are shown.
The dashed rectangle marks the area from which the classified area in red is determined.
(A) Shows a narrow lead with a mean lead width of 3 m and an orientation (of the major
axis) of –41°. (B) Shows a wider and slightly scattered lead. It has a 26 m mean width and
–86°as orientation.
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split within one lead (subsection 6.1) because we look at statistical distributions of512

lead properties and do not distinguish single leads. Furthermore, we bin our data513

in 5° steps.514

Comparing the nine flights between 20 October 2019 and 23 April 2020, we515

see a high temporal variability in the lead orientation distribution (see examples516

in Figure 8), also shown for passive microwave based analysis in Bröhan and517

Kaleschke (2014). We find prevailing orientations of –80°, –10°, 30°, or 60° (Table518

S2, in Supplemental material). In the following part, we focus on three examples519

from 07 January 2020, 28 January 2020, and 21 March 2020 (Figure 8). We520

identify modes of the lead orientation probability distributions of the orientation521

from –90 to 90°, binned in 5° steps (Figure S6, in Supplemental material). We522

constrain our data to elongated ellipse shapes with an axis ratio (major/minor)523

of at least two. Additionally, we compare the leads of all widths with leads of a524

width of more than 3 m which is consistent with the valid range of the power law.525

With the constraint of the axis ratio, the data are reduced to 89% of the full data526

set. With the minimum width of 3 m the data amount is reduced to 21% of the527

complete data set. Starting with the case in March (Figure 8 C), we cannot find a528

major peak in the distribution of all lead width. With only wider leads (� 3 m),529

the distribution of orientation angles is modified to a preferred direction at 35°,530

but still most orientations are present and not a clear prevailing orientation can531

be identified. Going backward in time to the end of January (Figure 8 B), we532

have one prominent orientation at –35° (all leads) which is even more emphasised533

for leads with the minimum width of 3 m (slightly shifted to –30°). There is a534

second minor peak at 40°, but this is very small and does not allow us to infer535

any intersections between two main orientations. For the case on 07 January 2020536

(Figure 8 A) we identify one clear main direction of –10°. We see a variation in537

the primary lead orientation throughout the winter but no prevailing orientations538

on longer time scales. For none of the nine investigated flight we can infer two539

main directions (bimodal distribution) from which we could infer an average540

intersection angle. Usual lead intersection angles from different studies, including541

satellite and laboratory measurements, would be 30–50° (Hutter et al., 2022),542

also shown for a SAR data set from MOSAiC Ringeisen et al. (2022). There is a543

difference between using all data and the width restricted subset, but overall both544

show the same picture (Table S2, in Supplemental material). The variability might545

depend on the regional wind patterns that create direction-related fracture patterns.546

The investigation of the reasons for the variability in lead orientation is beyond547

the scope of this study, but is encouraged for future research. Different to many548

previous studies is that we are (a) far from land (which can introduce prevailing549
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lead orientation by restricting ice drift in one direction) and (b) following the550

Lagrangian approach of the MOSAiC drift, which results in different locations of551

the Arctic Ocean to be monitored.552

Figure 8. Orientation angles of leads for three example cases.

Probability density distribution for the orientation angles of the flight from (A) 07 January
2020, (B) 28 January 2020, and (C) 21 March 2020, as polar histogram. The radius
indicated the probability density, which is different for all three cases. Only lead segments
with an axis ratio (major/minor) � 2 are included. We discriminate between two cases:
leads of all widths included (gray) and only leads with a minimum width of 3 m included
(orange). The lead orientation have only a range of 180°but are valid in both directions,
they are mirrored to the opposite direction (slightly transparent). The total number of
lead segments used for the histograms (270°to 90°only) are (all; � 3 m): A=(1736; 500),
B=(1326; 303); C=(1378; 464).

6.3. Lead width distribution553

We discuss here the power law scaling of lead width (i.e. many more narrow leads
than wide leads). Equation 1 gives the relation between lead width and number
of observed leads (as probability density) of a respective width assuming a power
law relationship:

f(x) = ax�b. (1)

The parameter a is the scaling parameter (related to the number of measurements),554

but not further analysed here. The parameter x is the variable lead width, and555

b is the power law exponent, determining the (negative) slope. Thus, a larger556

power law exponent b results in a steeper (more negative) power law. The ratio557

of the classified segment area (shown in red in Figure 7) and the major axis558
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length of the ellipse approximates the lead width. We detected in total 33855 lead559

segments in our classified maps for all 35 flights (but see explanation above why560

the number of segments should not be mistaken as the number of leads). The561

detected lead width varies between 1 m and 464 m. From the distribution of the562

lead widths, we perform a linear fit for Equation 1 (Figure 9 A) in the log-log563

space with logarithmic bins. We exclude leads smaller than 3 m width because564

they are too close to the spatial resolution of the data set to be fully resolved565

in the segmentation. This can be seen from the deviation from the power law566

below 3 m in Figure 9. This is confirmed by the stabilisation of the power law567

exponent for a minimum lead width of 3 m and larger (Figure S5, in Supplemental568

material). However, for a minimum lead width between 9 m and 26 m we see an569

slight increase of the power law exponent. We do not know the reason for the570

increase but our hypothesis is that the value is less reliable because of the strong571

decrease of number of observations available for the power law fit. Our power law572

is calculated up to the lead width of 336 m (largest logarithmic bin). The resulting573

exponent of b=2.63 agrees with literature values at the upper end of the previously574

found exponent value range (2.0 to 2.6) (Wadhams, 1981; Wadhams et al., 1985;575

Marcq and Weiss, 2012; Wernecke and Kaleschke, 2015; Qu et al., 2019) and576

proves the compatibility with other datasets. From the stability of b in Figure S5577

(in Supplemental material) we estimate the uncertainty of our b to be smaller than578

the range of the literature values of 2.0–2.6. The so far presented literature values579

of the power law exponents are summarized in Muchow et al. (2021). Lindsay580

and Rothrock (1995) determines a smaller exponent of 1.6 ± 0.18 (less steep),581

which might differ because the power law is calculated to the lead width that is582

equal to the spatial resolution, while we see in our data that the power law is not583

valid anymore close to the spatial resolution and the slope between the bins has a584

smaller absolute value. In previous studies, the range of the power law exponent585

(dependent on the instrument and resolution) was determined starting between586

20 m and 2 km lead width. Our study adds to the lower end of lead width with587

a range down to 3 m lead width and shows that the power law agrees with other588

methods and resolutions. As expressed by the power law, there are many more589

leads with small lead width, which were not resolved in previous studies. Also,590

our 3 m, the smallest resolvable lead width, likely is not the end of the lead width591

distribution. There are likely many cracks with a smaller width, which we do not592

resolve (but also can be important for, e.g., heat flux estimates). Our exponent593

is one of the largest (i.e., most negative) compared to the literature values. The594

other studies are also based on primarily winter data (Oct-Apr) but performed in595

different regions of the Arctic, which might influence the results due to different596
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characteristics of the ice rheology. The power law distribution tells us that there597

are many more narrow leads than wider leads, which emphasizes the importance598

of small-scale features. The area contribution of the smallest leads are: (i) 4%, for599

lead width <3 m, (ii) 64%, for lead width between 3 and 100 m, and (iii) 32%, for600

lead width >100 m.601

Additionally, we found a seasonal dependence of the power law exponent,602

with a tendency of an increasing power law exponent throughout the winter603

season (Figure 9 B). The seasonal increase in the power law exponent can604

also have a spatial component because of the drift into different regions during605

MOSAiC (Figure 1). The power law exponent drops from 2.42 to 2.14 at the606

start of the winter season in October (freeze-up time and consolidations of the607

ice north of the Laptev Sea). This is followed by a steady increase to 2.63 on608

07 January 2020 (Central Arctic). Following that, there is a further increase and609

then stabilisation around 2.74 in March and April (North of Svalbard). Mind610

that we are not covering the full melting and summer season, which again might611

introduce a change in the exponent. For the power law exponent, there is: (i) no612

scale dependence (no variation between local and regional flight, also on the same613

day; compare black and blue dots), and (ii) no clear effect on the exponent by a614

rapid change in lead area fraction (subsection 5.2) caused by ,e.g., the November615

storm event (Figure 9 B). An increasing exponent during winter time contrasts616

with the findings of Lindsay and Rothrock (1995) where the monthly average of617

the power law exponent for the central Arctic decreases from February to April618

and again decrease from October to December in the following season. We can619

only comment on several theories without providing a certain explanation why620

the power law exponent increases (relatively more narrow leads) throughout the621

winter. Three exponents in October and the beginning of November are lower (2.1622

to 2.3), probably because during the freeze-up phase the ice floes were still in623

rather free drift, which could more easily cause relatively wider leads (decrease of624

the exponent). The power law fit aligns for these three flights not as good as for the625

other flights, which is more prominent for smaller lead widths. In December and626

January, the exponent is increasing from 2.5 to 2.7, which may be related to a more627

consolidated and thicker ice pack far away from the coastlines (potential change of628

internal ice strength). This time was also characterized by less storms and lower629

wind speeds (Figure 6). The stabilization at the end of the winter could show630

the maximum power law exponent that can be reached during winter before it631

decreases towards the melt season with free drift conditions (which is not included632

in our dataset anymore).633

The clear power law relationship for the lead width found here supports the634
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validity of our lead property data and that representative statistical conclusions635

can be obtained from it. Our results indicate that we miss many leads in satellite636

remote sensing products with coarser spatial resolutions. This could already be637

extrapolated from the found power-law in previous studies, but is here shown for638

the first time down to a lead width of 3 m. Our widest leads are still narrower639

than the resolution of about 1 km of thermal infrared satellites. Lead retrieval640

results vary (e.g., in frequency and how thick the ice in the lead can be) between641

different remote sensing approaches (von Albedyll et al., 2022). Thus, direct642

and absolute comparison of lead retrievals can be difficult for different products643

and resolutions. Nevertheless, the same physical principles (like the power law644

correspondence) are valid for different scales and resolutions (Wernecke and645

Kaleschke, 2015). We recommend that any lead width study should check if the646

power law scaling conditions are fulfilled to increase confidence in the validity of647

the obtained results.648

7. Conclusions649

On a local (5–10 km) and regional (20–40 km) scale, we investigate the variation650

of the surface temperatures in time and space and derived lead properties. Along651

the MOSAiC drift during the winter season, we use high resolution surface652

temperature maps obtained from helicopter flights to examine small-scale lead653

properties. First, we investigated the surface temperatures and found: (i) its654

temporal variability is influenced by meteorological changes, such as warm air655

intrusions, often associated with high wind speeds, and (ii) its spatial variability656

over thick ice decreases as wind speed increases. For each flight, we retrieve657

classified lead maps and lead area fractions, based on a lead classification applied658

to the surface temperature maps using a dynamic temperature threshold. We see659

a high variability of the local lead area fraction and the influence of events, like660

the November 2019 storm. On a regional scale, there is a more stable lead area661

fraction evolution between 0% and 1% (until January), followed by an increase662

to 4% (March). This evolution agrees well with other MOSAiC studies on the663

regional scale. From the classified lead maps, we additionally determine lead664

width and orientation for all lead segments of every flight. This reveals three main665

findings: 1) the lead width distribution follows a power law (Equation 1) with666

an exponent of b=2.63 (narrow leads dominate wide leads), which is consistent667

with previous research, 2) the power law exponent increases in the course of668

the winter, 3) small-scale leads typically have one primary orientation. However,669

that orientation changes between the flights and throughout the winter season and670
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Figure 9. Lead width distribution with the power law fit for all and single
flights.

(A) The logarithmic frequencies of the lead widths of all 35 flights combined, also binned
logarithmic, are represented as black points. The blue dashed line shows the negative
power law fit exponent b=2.63. The power law fit is constrained to the lead width � 3 m.
(B) Time series of the power law exponent for all 35 flights between 02 October 2019 and
23 April 2020; in black for local flight, in blue for regional flights, and in green for other
flight types. The horizontal line marks the exponent of all flights (2.63) from (A).
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no overall prevailing orientation is found. The abundance of small scale leads671

emphasises the necessity to understand their physical processes better, where672

our high spatial resolution data can help. However, those narrow leads are not673

individually included in the current thermal infrared satellite data of about 1 km674

resolution (e.g., MODIS). We suggest a representation of the smallest leads on675

the satellite sub-footprint scale because the heat transfer is not linear with surface676

temperature. In fact, the heat exchange is larger for leads within thick sea ice677

compared to larger areas of uniformed thinner sea ice with the same average678

surface temperature. Such parameterizations could also improve model simulation679

for considering small scale lead processes.680

Beyond this study, we plan to perform a one-to-one comparison of the681

high-resolution helicopter-borne data with thermal infrared satellite data, e.g.,682

MODIS ice surface temperatures. The aim is to assess how well the lead’s683

impact on the atmosphere is represented in the satellite retrieval. Additionally,684

comparisons with the deformation rate from buoy grids on different scales or685

inter-comparison with helicopter-borne topography data can be used to understand686

the MOSAiC lead characteristics better.687
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